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The ACO Handbook: A Guide to 
Accountable Care Organizations
SeCOND eDItION
Peter A. Pavarini, Charlene L. McGinty and Michael F. Schaff, Executive Editors
Mark L. Mattioli, Coordinating Editor

Gregory D. Anderson, Peggy L. Barlett, Clifford E. Barnes, Troy A. Barsky, Thomas E. Bartrum, 
Elisabeth Belmont, Julian D. “Bo” Bobbit Jr., Timothy J. Cahill, Michelle E. Calloway, 
Robert James Cimasi, Sarah S. Fallows, Robert A. Gerberry, Jenny E. Gladieux, 
David W. Grauer, Lauren N. Haley, Rick L. Hindmand, Robert G. Homchick, Travis F. Jackson, 
John M. Kirsner, Teresa Koenig, David E. Kopans, Marilyn Lamar, Kelly A. Leahy, 
Alyson M. Leone, Kim Harvey Looney, Daniel C. Lyons, Grace D. Mack, Mary C. Malone, 
Charlene L. McGinty, David W. McMillan, Rodney A. Myer, Thomas E. Miller, Kimberly A. Mobley, 
M. Daria Niewenhous, Peter A. Pavarini, David R. Pearl, Craig Pederson, Glenn P. Prives,
Martie Ross, Michael F. Schaff, Thomas N. Shorter, Toby G. Singer, Donald B. Stuart, 
Sarah E. Swank, Elizabeth E.H. Trende, Danielle L. Trostorff, Claire M. Turcotte, 
John R. Washlick, Stephen M. Weiner, Keith Wright lll, Todd A. Zigran, authors

the authors and editors contributing to this Handbook have strived to 
produce the most comprehensive guide to aCOs available. It is a critical 
work whether you’re advising a hospital or health system in establishing 
an aCO model, or counseling organizations already operating within the 
delivery structure.

the book analyzes various components of an optimized delivery system, 
and examines issues ranging from the financial aspects of aCOs to the 
unique nature of academic medical center, pediatric, and commercial 
aCOs. Coverage includes:

  Chapters examining compliance plans, non-Medicare commercial 
aCOs, best practices, and payer perspectives

  a review of integration models used by hospitals and physicians prior 
to enactment of the aCa

  examinations of cost containment in the “Medical Home”
  waivers by the federal government of aspects of the Stark law, the 
 anti-Kickback Statute, and certain provisions of the civil monetary 
 penalty law (Gainsharing CMP)
  Implications for various organizations in their pursuit of integration 
 and coordination of services, whether as an aCO or otherwise
  In-depth discussions of why understanding health information technology, 
 antitrust, financing, and risk-sharing issues are critical to the operation 

and success of aCOs

$192 MeMBerS
ISBN 9781632820679
eISBN 9781632820693

$236 NON-MeMBerS 
ISBN 9781632820686
eISBN 9781632820709

325 pages, softbound, 
Pub. #28190, © 2015

Ambulatory Surgery Centers: 
Legal and Regulatory Issues 
FIFtH eDItION with CD-rOM
Scott Becker, Megan Michelle Bushee, LauraLee Lawley, Melissa Szabad, 
Anna Timmerman, Barton Walker, and Amber Walsh

this publication addresses the unique nature of aSCs, emphasizing their 
physical and organizational separation from other providers, regardless of 
whether they are owned by a hospital, a physician practice, or other entity. 
this revised and updated edition focuses on current issues for aSCs, 
and offers practical and useful guidance for those involved in giving legal 
advice to them. Coverage includes: key trends and tensions facing aSCs, 
such as the points of conflict that often arise between aSCs, hospitals, 
and physicians; Medicare and Medicaid fraud and abuse concerns, tax 
exemption and other tax-related issues, and the safe harbors for aSCs; 
relevant Stark issues, as well as the impact of state self-referral laws; 
and antitrust considerations for aSCs that face often intense competition.

$148 MeMBerS
ISBN 9780769899794  
eISBN 9780769899817

$190 NON-MeMBerS
ISBN 9780769899800  
eISBN 9780769899824

280 pages, softbound 
with CD-rOM, Pub. #26900, 
© 2014
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Ancillary Providers in Health Care: A Primer
FIrSt eDItION 
Doriann H. Cain, Anne B. Compton-Brown, Heather F. Delgado, Gayland O. Hethcoat II, 
Serj Mooradian, Claire M. Reed, Charles J. Schultz, Laura D. Seng, Julie A. Veldman

this publication meets the need for succinct, thorough guidance to the 
growing area of ancillary care. with the state-by-state regulatory scheme 
that governs physician assistants, nurse practitioners, and other ancillary 
providers, providing informed counsel can be challenging.

Nurse practitioners and physician assistants are increasingly deployed to 
address a host of issues, from the inadequate number of primary care 
physicians to demands for cost effectiveness and greater patient satisfaction. 
If you advise clients in this area, you must be aware of the state regulatory 
scheme, as well as emerging issues related to:

  Potential new liability risks on the part of physicians employing  
ancillary providers

  Differing scope of practice between types of ancillary providers
  Policy arguments surrounding clinical privileging and the role of  

physician assistants and nurse practitioners
  Increased risk and the need to understand and avoid severe penalties 
 for improper care, as well as billing of services
  the expanding role of pharmacists, with each state defining its own 
 specific terms and conditions

$76 MeMBerS 
ISBN 9781632827913
eISBN 9781632827937

$103 NON-MeMBerS 
ISBN 9781632827906 
eISBN 9781632827920

96 pages, softbound, 
Pub. #32774, © 2015
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$197 MeMBerS
ISBN 9781522135203
eISBN 9781522135227

$254 NON-MeMBerS
ISBN 9781522135210
eISBN 9781522135234

730 pages, hardbound, 
Pub. #28252, © 2017

Antitrust and Health Care: 
A Comprehensive Guide
SeCOND eDItION
Christine L. White, Saralisa C. Brau, and David Marx Jr., authors and Editors
Joshua H. Soven, Shoshana Speiser, and Kati Williams, contributing authors

the first edition of this newly updated book won the Federal trade 
Commission award for Outstanding Scholarship. Now in its second 
edition, the Guide remains amust-have resource for informing your 
advice; understanding the inherent risks, opportunities, and alternative 
strategies for effective transactions; and evaluating the antitrust issues 
associated with marketplace conduct. It covers:

  Substantive antitrust law
  Important case law developments
  Formal and informal guidance issued by federal and state 
 enforcement agencies
  expanded coverage of the pharmaceutical and medical device industries 

Consult antitrust and Health Care for guidance on any of the business 
activities your clients or organization are likely to be involved with 
mergers, acquisitions, and other transactions; joint ventures, provider 
networks, and other collaborative arrangements—including:

  Clinically integrated networks and aCOs
  Pre-merger notification and transaction planning
  exclusive contracting
  Medical staff membership, clinical privileges, and peer review activities
  trade association and group-purchasing activities

additionally, the publication provides invaluable “practice pointers” 
to help minimize antitrust risk and more successfully plan and execute 
business and litigation strategies. the expert authors draw on their 
significant government enforcement and private sector counseling 
and litigation experience to provide practical insights for:

  Developing antitrust compliance and “sensitivity training” programs
  Identifying conduct and language that could create antitrust “red flags”
  the creation, distribution, and use of emails, electronic documents, 

and other materials
  antitrust safety zones, defenses, and immunities

(See also Healthcare Antitrust FAQ Handbook, p. 15.)
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  NEW FOR 2017

Clinical Research Practice Guide
SeCOND eDItION with CD-rOM
R. Harold McCard, Coordinating Editor

Monica R. Chmielewski, M. Leeann Habte, Jonathan M. Holda, E. Scott Johnson, 
Christopher F. Lonegro, Melissa L. Markey, Aaron J. Rabinowitz, Sarah E. Swank, 
Lawrence W. Vernaglia, David S. Weinstock, Jamie K. Wolszon, and Torrey K. Young, authors

those who represent health care entities will gain insight into the growing 
interrelationship between health law and life sciences, as well as the 
growing risks and compliance issues facing clients involved in this complex 
area. the Second edition is extensively enhanced and updated with  
coverage of:

  Changes to HIPaa that affect research and IrBs
  Changes to patent law due to the america Invents act
  HIteCH and enhanced coverage of the Security rule
  requirements for group health plans and health insurers    

to cover routine patient costs in an approved clinical trial

Comprehensive coverage in the Clinical research Practice Guide is both 
analytical and practical, with thorough treatment of:

  Information management, including the sources for human subject 
protection: the Federal Common rule, FDa Guidance, and HIPaa 

  the federal approval process for pharmaceuticals, medical devices, 
 and biologics
  the responsibility for regulatory oversight and investigations, with 
 a discussion of which agency in the U.S. Department of Health and 

Human Services has responsibility for ensuring compliance
  Insurance payments for clinical trial services, whether through 
 private insurance or federal reimbursement

$137 MeMBerS
ISBN 9780769860954
eISBN 9780327175216

$184 NON-MeMBerS
ISBN 9780769860961
eISBN 9780327175233

200 pages, softbound 
with CD-rOM, Pub. #27755, 
© 2013
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Corporate Practice of Medicine: 
A Fifty State Survey
FIrSt eDItION with CD-rOM
Stuart Silverman, Chair, AHLA Corporate Practice of Medicine Project

Anthony H. Choe, Terri A. DeSio, Alyson M. Leone, Glenn P. Prives, Daniel Z. Sternthal, 
and Rose J. Willis, team leaders; with numerous authors and editorial board members

the corporate practice of medicine doctrine (CPOM) has a long history as 
an effort by the american Medical association to distinguish physicians 
from non-physicians offering services and cures for various afflictions. 
the doctrine seeks to prohibit a non-physician from interfering with a 
physician’s professional judgment by prohibiting corporations not owned 
or controlled by physicians from employing physicians to practice medicine 
and charge for those professional services.

this valuable resource is for anyone needing to determine how a particular 
state addresses the CPOM doctrine. the doctrine is most often invoked 
in contract disputes, such as enforcement of noncompetition agreements 
and the right to receive reimbursement from third parties. Some courts 
have cited the doctrine in refusing to enforce an insurance carrier’s 
reimbursement to a medical corporation operating in violation of a  
state’s CPOM.

$186 MeMBerS
ISBN 9780769881867
eISBN 9780769881720

$242 NON-MeMBerS
ISBN 9780769881713
eISBN 9780769881737

416 pages, softbound with 
CD-rOM, Pub. #28278, © 2014
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Data breach Notification Laws: 
A Fifty State Survey
SeCOND eDItION 
Jonathan M. Joseph

Data breaches can occur in the best-run organizations, and when they do, 
you must be prepared to react quickly. when your operation or customer 
base spans state lines, knowing how to respond in multiple jurisdictions 
becomes critical. the latest edition of a Fifty State Survey is a one-stop 
guide to existing state data breach laws. and with breaches occurring at 
the state level with more and more frequency, legislatures are enacting 
an ever-increasing array of notification laws that you must consider.

In addition to the comprehensive state survey, the book enables you to:

  tap into a collection of state-specific reporting forms for Ca, Ma, NY, 
NC, Or, Vt, and Va

  Understand the timing and content of notification to those affected
  Determine which states require notification of a breach to specific state 

agencies or attorneys general

$132 MeMBerS 
ISBN 9781632838773
eISBN 9780327191889

$172 NON-MeMBerS 
ISBN 9781632838780
eISBN 9780327191896

174 pages, softbound, 
Pub. #28156, © 2015

enterprise Risk Management Handbook 
for Health Care entities
tHIrD eDItION
Co-published with ASHRM, the American Society for Healthcare Risk Management 

Sheila Hagg-Rickert, Editor in Chief

Roberta L. Carroll, Teresa L. Kielhorn, Erin Muellenberg, and Fay A. Rozovsky, Editors

Ellen Barron, Ellen L. Barton, Roberta L. Carroll, Peggy L. Crane, John R. Evancho, Mark 
Faccenda, Shaune E. Ferrara, Sheila Hagg-Rickert, Peter J. Hoffman, Susan R. Huntington, 
Mark A. Kadzielski, Brett J. Kaminsky, Christopher N. Kanagawa, Teresa L. Kielhorn, 
Jee-Young Kim, William M. Klimon, Marilyn Lamar, Eileen Lampe, R. Jeffrey Layne, 
William McDonough, Elizabeth M. Mills, Peggy Nakamura, Anjana D. Patel, Nancy T. Poblenz, 
Michaela Poizner, Richard S. Porter, Yvonne K. Puig, Fay A. Rozovsky, Joshua I. Rozovsky, 
Cynthia S. Siders, Brittany C. Wakim, and Kathryn K. Wire, authors

Once the province of financial institutions, manufacturing, and government 
entities, enterprise risk management (erM) has taken hold in the health 
care industry, and it is easy to understand why. In order to cost-effectively 
deliver quality services, the entire entity must share the risk and responsibility 
for the health of the operating environment, and erM is a means to this end.

the authors delineate how to manage risk in a variety of settings, including:

  Contract management   Human research
  Health information exchanges    Peer review and credentialing
 and electronic health records   Consent to treatment
  environmental compliance   Medical identity theft

$169 MeMBerS
ISBN 9781522126355
eISBN 9781522126386

$214 NON-MeMBerS
ISBN 9781522126362
eISBN 9781522126393

592 pages, softbound 
with CD-rOM, Pub. #27997, 
© 2017
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Part i—an introduction to enterprise Risk Management
Ch. 1 enterprise risk Management—what’s It all about?
Ch. 2  Structuring an enterprise risk Management 
 Program

Part ii—Viewing traditional health Care Risks 
through the Prism of eRM
Ch. 3  Patient rights: Informed Consent and 
 Clinical research
Ch. 4  Disclosure of adverse events to Patient and Family
Ch. 5  Peer review and Credentialing in an era of 
 enterprise risk Management
Ch. 6  economic Credentialing: a Balancing of risks

Part iii—emerging eRM Risks for 
health Care Organizations
Ch. 7  Practical approaches to Health Information 
 exchanges and electronic Health records: 
 an enterprise risk approach
Ch. 8  Medical Identity theft
Ch. 9  Compliance and enterprise risk Management
Ch. 10  retail Health Clinics
Ch. 11  an erM approach to technological advances 
 in Health Care

Ch. 12  enterprise risk approach to Successful 
 Population Health Management
Ch. 13  adverse event reporting: reporting for Patient 
 Safety and Public Health

Part iV—Business Risks impacting the 
health Care enterprise
Ch. 14  attributes of excellence: Governance, risk 
 Management, and Compliance of Health Care 
 Organizations
Ch. 15  Financial Stewardship
Ch. 16  Contracts and agreements—an enterprise risk
 Management approach
Ch. 17  the employment relationship—Identifying 
 and Managing risks
Ch. 18  environmental Compliance in the Context of erM
Ch. 19  Hospital Mergers, acquisitions and 
 Consolidations, and the associated risks
Ch. 20  an erM approach to Social Media
Ch. 21  Public relations, Marketing, and advertising
Ch. 22  Captive Insurance Company as an erM Driver
Ch. 23  a Do It Yourself erM Demonstration Project:
 Going Green as an erM

TAbLe OF CONTeNTS

  NEW FOR 2017
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False Claims Act & The Healthcare
Industry: Counseling & Litigation
SeCOND eDItION with 2014 Cumulative Supplement
Robert S. Salcido

Significant events have occurred regarding the government’s enforcement 
and administration of the False Claims act (FCa) in the last few years.

In 2012, the Department of Justice announced that since the FCa was 
substantially amended in 1986, it had recovered more than $30 billion 
under the FCa. In 2013 it recovered nearly $3.8 billion, of which $2.6 billion 
was from health-related FCa cases. In 2016 it recovered nearly $4.7 billion, 
of which $2.5 billion was from health-related FCa cases.

with the stakes this high, professionals involved in this area will benefit 
from this comprehensive work. Coverage in the 2014 Supplement includes:

  actions alleging a violation of the anti-Kickback Statute and Stark law
  How courts have applied defenses to dismiss false claim actions
  Dismissing FCa actions under the FCa public disclosure jurisdictional bar
  whether the plaintiff can establish that the defendant retaliated against 

the plaintiff for investigating fraudulent conduct
  whether the tolling provisions of the FCa apply when the United States 

declines to intervene in a qui tam action

$192 MeMBerS
ISBN 9781422443156
eISBN 9780327175292

$254 NON-MeMBerS
ISBN 9781422443163
eISBN 9780327175308

686 pages, hardbound with 
2014 cumulative supplement, 
Pub. #27642, © 2011
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  NEW EDITION FALL 2017

AHLA Federal Health Care Laws and 
Regulations
2015 – 2016 eDItION with 2016 Supplement 
William W. Horton, Editor

For those who must understand the latest regulatory activity generated by 
the affordable Care act and today’s health care-related legal issues, this 
comprehensive compilation is essential. Gain insights into these and 
other issues.

Up-to-date coverage includes:
  regulations relating to accountable care organizations
  the “sunshine rules” relating to physician payments from drug and 

device companies
  the latest pay-for-performance incentives (and disincentives) 
  the many new rules relating to health insurance exchanges, essential 

benefits, premium subsidies and other reform-driven changes in the 
health insurance arena

  the critical changes made by the HIPaa Omnibus rule, the Stark law 
 and the anti-Kickback Statute
  the HIPaa Privacy and Security Standards
  Internal revenue Code provisions

a fully searchable CD-rOM allows you to research more efficiently and copy 
and paste the text of statutes and regulations easily into your documents.

$379 MeMBerS 
ISBN 9781632838490

$456 NON-MeMBerS 
ISBN 9781632838506

7,984 pages, 3 volumes, 
softbound, with CD-rOM, 
and 2016 supplement,
Pub. #26742, © 2016

TAbLe OF CONTeNTS

VOLUME I
United states Code titles
title 2   the Congress
title 5   Government Organizations 
  and employees
title 10  armed Forces
title 15  Commerce and trade
title 18  Crimes and Criminal Procedure
title 21  Food and Drugs
title 26  Internal revenue Code
title 29  labor
title 31  Money and Finance
title 35  Patents
title 38  Veterans’ Benefits
title 42  the Public Health and welfare
Code of Federal Regulations titles
title 5   administrative Personnel
title 10  energy
title 16  Commercial Practices

VOLUME II
Code of Federal Regulations titles, continued
title 20  employees’ Benefits
title 21  Food and Drugs
title 24  Housing and Urban Development
title 26  Internal revenue
title 29  labor
title 32  National Defense
title 38  Pensions, Bonuses, and Veterans’ relief
title 41  Public Contracts and Property Management
title 42  Public Health

VOLUME III
title 42  Public Health, continued
title 45  Public welfare
Index

CD-ROM
the companion CD-rOM contains the complete contents 
of the 3 volumes in a fully searchable Folio format.

      bEsTsELLER
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Fraud and Abuse Investigations Handbook 
for the Health Care Industry
FIrSt eDItION with CD-rOM
Robert A. Griffith and Paul W. Shaw

this Handbook is designed to provide health care administrators, executives, 
medical practice directors and managers, as well as attorneys, with a 
broad overview of health care fraud investigations.

the authors’ discussion is supplemented with a comprehensive set of 
sample government documents, including subpoenas and search warrants, 
as well as helpful letters and memoranda generated by experienced 
health care fraud and abuse defense attorneys. Understanding the powers, 
procedures, and remedies available to investigative and law enforcement 
agencies is critical for health care industry executives, managers, and 
attorneys who find themselves the focus of such investigations.

(See also Legal Issues in Healthcare Fraud and Abuse, Fourth Edition, p. 20.)

$170 MeMBerS
ISBN 9780769865720
eISBN 978769865652

$225 NON-MeMBerS
ISBN 9780769865737
eISBN 9780769865669

300 pages, softbound with 
CD-rOM, Pub. #28263, © 2014
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The Fundamentals of behavioral 
Health Care Law 
FIrSt eDItION
Peter J. Domas and Russell A. Kolsrud, Editors

Gerald “Jud” E. Deloss, Jena M. Grady, Alexandra A. Hall, Russell A. Kolsrud,  
Gregory W. Moore, Paige M. Steffen, and Serene K. Zeni, authors

the prevailing laws and policies surrounding treatment of mental health 
issues have evolved dramatically since the 1950s. at the same time, 
successful integration of behavioral and physical health requires that the 
applicable jurisprudence evolve at the same pace, and this faces resistance.

Despite state legislatures’ policy decisions that persons with mental 
illness can live in our society as functioning individuals, our jurisprudence 
of tort and injury law is often an impediment to that goal.

this title covers a broad range of issues for health care institutions, social 
services providers, and the lawyers who represent them, and will be turned to 
time and again to gain a deeper understanding of unfamiliar areas.

Gain insight to a range of issues likely to impact your representation in  
the area of behavioral health law, including:

  the move from institutionalization to a community-based outpatient 
system of care

  legal duty owed by behavioral health providers to others
  Hindsight bias and its effect on behavioral health jurisprudence
  Criteria for when someone can be subjected to involuntary 
 psychiatric treatment
  the impact of patient’s illness on the rules that govern treatment records
  Integration of behavioral health with physical medical issues

$149 MeMBerS
ISBN 9781522104254
eISBN 9781522104278

$194 NON-MeMBerS
ISBN 9781522104261
eISBN 9781522104285

260 pages, softbound, 
Pub. #30098, © 2016

TAbLe OF CONTeNTS

Ch. 1 terminology
Ch. 2  Behavioral Health Care Jurisprudence
Ch. 3  Capacity and Consent to treatment
Ch. 4  Danger to Self or Others
Ch. 5  Privacy, Security and HIPaa
Ch. 6  Integrating Behavioral Health and Physical Medicine
Ch. 7  ethical Considerations for Behavioral Health Care Professionals
appendix a  Mental Health Statutes
appendix B  Civil Commitment Statutes

10
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The Fundamentals of Health Law 
SIXtH eDItION with CD-rOM and 2015 Medicaid Supplement
Barry D. Alexander, Bernadette M. Broccolo, Anthea R. Daniels, Sandra M. DiVarco, 
Anjali N.C. Downs, Geoff A. Drucker, Catherine A. Hurley, Cynthia B. Hutto, 
Raymond J. Lindholm, Carol Colborn Loepere, Vicki L. Lung, David E. Matyas, Thomas 
Wm. Mayo, John J. Miles, Eli A. Poliakoff, Jouya Rastegar, Ross E. Sallade, Michael F. Schaff, 
Susan O. Scheutzow, Daniel J. Schwartz, Nancy A. Sheliga, Kerrin B. Slattery, and Craig H. Smith

this edition covers the basic issues of health-law practice, from patient 
to facility issues, from permits and regulation issues to compliance and 
investigation issues, and includes issues raised by new laws, regulations, 
and guidelines promulgated since the Fifth edition.

this publication covers fundamental legal principles and issues to assist:

  New practitioners or experienced attorneys entering their first years 
 of health-law practice
  Professors of health law searching for a comprehensive text for 
 their students
  Users of any law library looking for answers on the health law 
 resource shelf

$148 MeMBerS
ISBN 9781630442187
eISBN 9781630442200

$195 NON-MeMBerS
ISBN 9781630442194
eISBN 9781630442217

590 pages, softbound with 
CD-rOM, Pub. #26940, © 2014

      bEsTsELLER

The Fundamentals of Life Sciences Law: 
Drugs, Devices, and biotech 
SeCOND eDItION with CD-rOM

Kristian A. Werling, Editor in Chief; Jeffrey W. Brennan, Marie Connelly, 
Stefanie A. Doebler, Jennifer S. Geetter, Scott A. Memmott, Stephen J. Smith Jr., 
and Heather M. Zimmerman, Editors

Jeremy M. Alexander, Lauren Battaglia, Brian A. Bohnenkamp, Nancy E. Bonifant, 
Eve M. Brunts, Elizabeth Carder-Thompson, Carl H. Coleman, Susan A. Edwards, 
Paige A. Fillingame, David C. Gibbons, Daniel G. Gottlieb, Eric C. Greig, 
Simone Handler-Hutchinson, Clinton D. Hermes, Stuart S. Kurlander, Robert F. Leibenluft, 
Vicki L. Lung, Melissa L. Markey, Juliet M. McBride, Leigh L. Oliver, Jordan K. Paradise, 
Heather H. Pierce, Jennifer L. Pike, Preeya Noronha Pinto, Thomas J. Quinlan, 
Kelly N. “Nikki” Reeves, Corey W. Roush, Jason W. Sapsin, Richard B. Smith, 
Judith L. Toffenetti, Susan L. Walker, and Constance A. Wilkinson, authors

the Fundamentals of life Sciences law: Drugs, Devices, and Biotech, 
Second edition, provides a solid grounding in the legal principles and 
issues inherent in this complex area. Both new practitioners and 
experienced attorneys alike will benefit from this unparalleled coverage.

the latest edition features contributions from some of the most experienced 
and respected practitioners of life sciences and health law. whether you’re 
looking for an introduction to this area, or you need a go-to reference on 
your shelf, the coverage includes:

  regulation of Drugs   antitrust
  regulation of Medical Devices   Privacy
  regulation of Biologics   State regulation
  Clinical trials   Intellectual Property
  Fraud and abuse   Payment and reimbursement
  Federal agencies   International Issues
  regulation of advertising,    life Sciences licensing
 and Promotion of Drugs,   transaction
 Medical Devices, and Biologics

$148 MeMBerS
ISBN 9781630440145
eISBN 9781630440169

$201 NON-MeMBerS
ISBN 9781630440152
eISBN 9781630440176

500 pages, softbound with 
CD-rOM, Pub. #26698, © 2014
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AHLA’s Guide to Healthcare Legal Forms, 
Agreements, and Policies 
SeCOND eDItION with 2016 Supplement and CD-rOM

Collected from expert health law attorneys and members of aHla, this 
resource is designed to meet the needs of health law attorneys who must 
regularly create documents for their clients. It is conveniently organized  
by topic.

the Second edition includes more than 300 forms, contracts, agreements, 
checklists, and other legal documents. Contents are updated regularly, and 
along with the latest supplement provide forms in the following areas:

  accountable Care Organizations   Internal Investigations
  alternative Dispute resolution   labor and employment
  Business transactions   legal Services
  Clinical trials and research   long term Care
  Conflicts of Interest   Medical Group Practices
  Corporate Compliance Programs   Medical Staff Issues
  Facility Operations   Health Care Privacy and HIPaa
  Fraud and abuse   Patient Care Policies
  Governance   Patient Safety and adverse Outcomes
  Health Care Privacy and HIPaa   Physician employment
  Health Information exchanges   reimbursement
  Health Information technology   risk Management
  Health Plan Contracting

the publication includes a completely searchable CD-rOM, 
containing all the documents in .rtf format.

$407 MeMBerS
ISBN 9780769860749

$497 NON-MeMBerS 
ISBN 9780769861005

1,900 pages, 2 volumes, 
loose-leaf with CD-rOM, 
includes 2016 supplement, 
Pub. #27635, © 2013

      bEsTsELLER

Healthcare Antitrust FAQ Handbook 
FIrSt eDItION with CD-rOM
Mark L. Mattioli, Alexander M. McIntyre Jr., David M. Narrow, Stephen P. Murphy, 
Patricia M. Wagner, and Hillary A. Webber

Here is an important resource for anyone needing to understand how 
antitrust issues impact health care organizations. whether you are in-house 
counsel with a health care organization, a health care attorney not generally 
involved with antitrust issues, or even one more familiar with how issues 
impact health care organizations, you will benefit from this handy guide.

this book employs a practical question-and-answer approach for 
understanding the antitrust implications for structuring deals in this 
sector. the subjects covered include not only the traditional antitrust 
questions but other topics specific to health care, such as:

  antitrust implications in the peer-review and medical-staff arena
  Physician and other health care provider networks
  Sharing health care price information

Questions include:

  when is it permissible to talk to a competitor about merging and what 
information can be shared?

  How do federal antitrust agencies determine when to challenge mergers?
  How can you take advantage of the immunity protection of the Health 

Care Quality Improvement act of 1986 (HCQIa) in credentialing matters?
  when are exclusive contracts with primary payers permissible?
  what type of provider network arrangements can avoid 
 per se condemnation?
  what authority do state attorneys general have to investigate federal 

antitrust violations?

the questions and answers are bolstered by extensive footnotes for further 
expanding research into each area of coverage.

(See also Antitrust and Health Care: A Comprehensive Guide, Second Edition, p.4.)

$109 MeMBerS
ISBN 9780769858050
eISBN 9780327178552

$149 NON-MeMBerS
ISBN 9780769858067
eISBN 9780327178569

350 pages, softbound with 
CD-rOM, Pub. #28249, 
© 2012
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Health Care Compliance Legal Issues Manual 
FOUrtH eDItION with CD-rOM
Harry R. Silver and Cynthia F. Wisner, Editors

Amy Bailey, Douglas A. Blair, Nancy Bonifant, Elizabeth Carder-Thompson, Thomas S. Crane, 
Gerald “Jud” E. DeLoss, Andrew Dick, Gerald M. Griffith, Jacob J. Harper, Jessica M. Herron, 
Ann T. Hollenbeck, Kenneth Hooper, Gabriel L. Imperato, Richard Korman, Ronald H. Levine, 
Melissa L. Markey, Robert A. Pelaia, Vanessa A. Reynolds, Albert W. Shay, Harry R. Silver,  
E. John Steren, Cynthia F. Wisner, Howard J. Young, authors

the latest edition continues to act as the authoritative source for every 
stakeholder in the health care arena. with contributions from more than 
20 esteemed authors and editors, coverage includes:

  regulatory and legal developments
  How to conduct an internal investigation
  audit basics
  what to consider prior to deciding on repayments and disclosures
  Substantive overviews of the False Claims act
  the Stark and anti-Kickback laws
  HIPaa privacy and security
  Issues in life sciences entities
  tax compliance
  a searchable CD-rOM containing the full text of the Manual with links  

to selected cases, statutes, and regulations
(See also Pharmaceutical and Medical Device Compliance Manual, First Edition, p. 24.)

$192 MeMBerS
ISBN 9781632806154
eISBN 9781632816429

$236 NON-MeMBerS
ISBN 9781632806161
eISBN 9781632816436

570 pages, softbound with 
CD-rOM, Pub. #27060, © 2014

Health Care Finance: A Primer
tHIrD eDItION 
Nathan F. Coco, Deborah Gordon, John P. Hammond, Patrick J. Martinez, Gary B. Rosenbaum

For those involved in health care financing, this is your ideal starting place 
for a full understanding of financing options and their potential implications. 
Now in its third edition, this guide addresses all the basics, from a discussion 
of the particular needs of various types of health care entities to specific 
financial arrangements and the attending documents that are integral to 
them. In addition, it includes various types of loans and sample representations 
and warranties for life sciences companies and health care facilities. 
the guide provides thorough coverage of:

  the critical importance of finance to the future of health care
  the effect of health care reform and consolidation
  legal and economic issues
  Various types of health care providers and their need for capital

16

Health Plans Contracting Handbook:
A Guide for Payers and Providers
SeVeNtH eDItION 
Robert M. Keenan III, Project Chair and Editor
Anne W. Hance, Leah B. Stewart, Project Vice Chairs and Co-Editors

Matthew P. Amodeo, Adam C. Aseron, James W. Boswell, Robin J. Fisk, Lisa G. Han, 
Robert M. Keenan III, Richard J. King, John M. Kirsner, Mark S. Kopson, Kathrin E. Kudner, 
Steven J. Lauwers, Jacqueline B. Penrod, Michael F. Schaff, Adam C. Varley, authors

Since the prior edition of Health Plans Contracting Handbook, new challenges 
have arisen in the financing and delivery of health care services, while 
increased regulatory oversight and monitoring are continually changing 
the landscape. with the how-to coverage in this Guide, you’ll be prepared to 
efficiently provide the accurate, iron-clad documents your clients demand. 
and while the Guide has been both updated and enhanced, the practical, 
user-friendly approach remains. It is designed to help you provide contracting 
services to both providers and payers alike. Practical discussions and 
sample clauses are included for the myriad different contracts and situations 
you are likely to encounter.

$192 MeMBerS 
ISBN 9781632806130
eISBN 9781632805416

$235 NON-MeMBerS 
ISBN 9781632806147
eISBN 9781632805423 

464 pages, softbound with 
CD-rOM, Pub. #27092, 
© 2015

      bEsTsELLER

Health Plan Disputes and Litigation 
Practice Guide
FIrSt eDItION  
Joseph Scott Schoeffel and Julie A. Simer

the passage of the affordable Care act has led to numerous changes to 
the delivery of health care, including new marketplaces to purchase 
insurance to cover health care expenses. as more people become insured, 
their health plan decisions become even more important to them and to 
the health plan industry in general.

experienced practitioners Joseph Scott Schoeffel and Julie a. Simer provide 
thorough treatment of those areas likely to give rise to disputes. the book 
will be a welcome addition to the libraries of both new practitioners in this 
area and veteran practitioners alike.

$114 MeMBerS 
ISBN 9781632817549 
eISBN 9781632828637

$155 NON-MeMBerS 
ISBN 9781632817556
eISBN 9781632828644

122 pages, softbound, 
Pub. #30230, © 2015

$126 MeMBerS 
ISBN 9781632841841
eISBN 9781632841865

$167 NON-MeMBerS 
ISBN 9781632841858
eISBN 9781632841872 

126 pages, softbound, 
Pub. #26190, © 2015
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Health Care Provider and Supplier 
Audits Practice Guide 
FIrSt eDItION
Jessica L. Gustafson, Abby Pendleton, Editors

Darby C. Allen, Lauren M. Gaffney, Anna M. Grizzle, Jessica L. Gustafson, 
Stephanie Fuller Johnson, B. Scott McBride, Sydney R. Nash, Abby Pendleton, 
and Sara Kay Wheeler, authors

Savings from provider payments will be required to deliver health care 
services to more health care consumers. this will result in ever-increasing 
audit activity. this Practice Guide will become your go-to source for 
understanding the intricacies of the Medicare, Medicaid, and commercial 
payer audit environments. 

with this comprehensive publication, you will have the background 
you need on:
  reporting and repayment
  Contractor audit methodologies
  Statistical sampling used by contractors to calculate overpayment demands
  the appeals processes applicable to each type of review and determination
  Common focus areas when providers receive overpayment demands
  Developing mandatory compliance programs

the publication also includes a 50-State Medicaid raC Contractor 
Information Chart.

$117 MeMBerS 
ISBN 9780769882239
eISBN 9780769882505

$139 NON-MeMBerS 
ISBN 9780769882246
eISBN 9780769882512

238 pages, softbound, 
Pub. #28274, © 2016

Ch. 1  introduction
  Contractor landscape
  Mounting Scrutiny of CMS Contractor Programs
  High Stakes
  effectively Managing Contractor audits

Ch. 2  Medicare Part a and Part B Contractor audits
  Medicare administrative Contractors (MaCs)
  Medicare recovery auditors
  Comprehensive error rate testing
  Supplemental Medical review Contractors
  audit Methodology
  Zone Program Integrity Contractors
  Quality Improvement Organizations
  Overview of the Medicare Part a and Part B 
 appeals Process

Ch. 3  Medicare Part C and Part D audits and appeals
  Overview of Medicare Part C and Part D 
 Program audits

  Medicare Part C appeals Process
  Medicare Part D appeals Process
  Coverage Determinations
  Grievance Procedures

Ch. 4   Medicaid audits
  State Medicaid audits
  Payment error rate Measurement (PerM) audits
  Medicaid raC audits
  Medicaid Integrity Contractor (MIC) audits
  State Medicaid appeals Processes
  Medicaid Integrity Program Manual
  Preparing for State audits

Ch. 5  Commercial Payer Overpayment Disputes
  the Notice of Overpayment
  responding to Substantive allegations
  Procedural Challenges and Defenses
  allegations of Fraud
  Conflict resolution: the appeals Process

TAbLe OF CONTeNTS

HIPAA/HITeCH Resource Guide 
FIrSt eDItION with CD-rOM
Patricia D. King, Editor

Jeffry Adest, Lara Jean Ancona, Ann M. Bittinger, Damon G. Carpenter, Alisa L. Chestler, 
Lisa L. Dahm, William P. Dillon, Gregory Ewing, Valita Marie Fredland, Jill M. Girardeau, 
Jennifer J. Hennessy, Caroline Kubovy, Morris A. Landau, Wendy C. Maneval, 
Valerie Breslin Montague, John Murdoch, Cheryl Camin Murray, Stephen Page, 
Jennifer L. Rathburn, Lisa Pierce Reisz, Stephen D. Rose, Amita A. Sanghvi, Sarah E. Swank, 
Leslie M. Tector, authors

with expert editorial oversight and authorship, this title from aHla 
provides the latest guidance for understanding all aspects of the protection 
of patients’ personal information. the changes, which culminated with the 
HIPaa Omnibus rule, affect individuals, health systems, business associates, 
and many others. Includes:

  the original HIPaa regulations
  HIteCH act Privacy provisions and rulemaking
  Modifications to HIPaa Privacy, Security, and enforcement rules
  Includes valuable practice tools such as sample Business associate 

agreements, sample privacy practice notices, authorizations, policies, 
and training materials

  State-by-State Survey of Health Care Privacy laws 

HIPaa/HIteCH resource Guide provides not only the history of the 
development of the rules and standards, but also the latest practical 
guidance for insuring compliance.

$175 MeMBerS
ISBN 9780769876931
eISBN 9780769876948

$230 NON-MeMBerS
ISBN 9780769871363
eISBN 9780769871370

200 pages, softbound with 
CD-rOM, Pub. #28271, 
© 2014
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Legal Issues in Healthcare Fraud & Abuse: 
Navigating the Uncertainties 
FOUrtH eDItION with 2015 Supplement
David E. Matyas, Carrie Valiant, Jason Eric Christ, and Anjali N.C. Downs

the fight against fraud in the health care industry will increase in intensity 
and sophistication in the 21st century. this bestselling road map describes 
the legal theories governments use to identify and eliminate fraud in 
health care. Highlights include:

  a thorough review of governmental enforcement entities including the 
Department of Justice, the Department of Health and Human Services, 
as well as other federal agencies, state governments, and private payers

  Discussion of major laws such as the anti-Kickback Statute, the federal 
physician self-referral prohibitions (as well as the applicable safe harbors), 

 the False Claims act, and the administrative sanctions that are available 
to the enforcers

  an overview of state counterparts to the federal laws addressing 
self-referrals, anti-kickback issues, false claims, other statutory 

 authorities, and private initiatives

(See also False Claims Act & The Healthcare Industry: Counseling & Litigation, 
Second Edition, p. 8.)

$203 MeMBerS
ISBN 9780769854632
eISBN 9780327174783

$260 NON-MeMBerS
ISBN 9780769854649
eISBN 9780327175131

495 pages, hardbound with 
supplement, Pub. #26985, 
© 2012
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$153 MeMBerS
ISBN 9781632842510
eISBN 9781632842534

$192 NON-MeMBerS
ISBN 9781632842527
eISBN 9781632842541

152 pages, softbound, 
Pub. #26513, © 2016

The Medical Staff Guidebook: Minimizing 
Risk and Maximizing Collaboration 
FOUrtH eDItION
Karen S. Rieger

Increased interaction between health care entities and medical staff, 
along with scrutiny from both regulators and the market itself, continue 
to impact the relationship between physicians and the entities where they 
provide service. an increasing number of facilities that offer medical care, 
and the interrelationship can become even more complicated. at the heart 
of this balancing act are the medical staff bylaws. 

Formerly titled Healthcare entity Bylaws and related Documents, this 
revised publication provides comprehensive background on the law, 
as well as a practical framework for drafting bylaws. You will find:

  an overview of the applicable regulatory matters, including conditions 
of participation, and the role that accreditation organizations play

  the protection afforded health care entities and physicians by the 
Health Care Quality Improvement act of 1986 (HCQIa)

  the Joint Commission’s changes incorporated in MS.01.01.01
  the underlying legal and business issues that will impact the drafting 

of appropriate bylaws
  an overview of key provisions of the bylaws related to: medical staff 

governance, medical staff appointment, procedures for determining 
clinical privileges, and fair hearing procedure

TAbLe OF CONTeNTS

Ch. 1  Introduction: Historical Perspective on the Medical 
 Staff/Hospital relationship
Ch. 2  Basic Statutory, regulatory and accreditation Matters
Ch. 3  Underlying legal and Business Issues Impacting
 the Hospital/Medical Staff relationship
Ch. 4  Organizational and Drafting tips for Medical Staff Bylaws
 and related Documents
Ch. 5  Content of Key Provisions of Health Care entity Bylaws
Ch. 6  Overview of Medical Staff Bylaws
Ch. 7  Credentialing Procedures
Ch. 8  Privileging: Procedures for Determination of Clinical Privileges
Ch. 9  Corrective actions
Ch. 10  Fair Hearing Procedures
Ch. 11  Conclusion

twitter.com/healthlawyersfacebook.com/ahlafb
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Medicare Law 
tHIrD eDItION with CD-rOM
Thomas W. Coons, Editor in Chief

Emily Jane Cook, Gary Scott Davis, James F. Flynn, Anne W. Hance, John R. Hellow, 
David W. Hilgers, Rodney A. Johnson, William T. Mathias, Kathleen Ann Peterson, 
Adam J. Rogers, Donald H. Romano, Robert L. Roth, Elizabeth T. Thomas, and 
Matthew Philip Utech, authors

Since the last edition of Medicare law, the rules that govern Medicare 
have changed substantially, with many changes being driven by the 
affordable Care act. Here are a few of the areas of coverage that were 
updated in the current edition:

  New or modified payment systems
  Medicare reimbursement rules, which are tied much closer to 
 the quality of the services delivered
  the addition of significant Medicare reporting requirements
  Modified billing including new time limits on the filing of claims
  Strengthening of the fraud and abuse rules
  New payment approaches, such as accountable Care Organizations 

that are being or have been introduced

$186 MeMBerS
ISBN 9780769855257
eISBN 9780327174806

$247 NON-MeMBerS
ISBN 9780769855240
eISBN 9780327175155

525 pages, hardbound with 
CD-rOM, Pub. #26995, © 2012

22 23

Peer Review Guidebook 
FIFtH eDItION
Barbara Blackmond, Charles J. Chulack, Joshua A. Hodges, Lauren M. Massucci,  
Daniel Mulholland, Editors

Peer review Guidebook, now in its Fifth edition, is an invaluable source for 
complying with Health Care Quality Improvement act (HCQIa) procedural 
requirements. For institutions or individuals participating in a review 
action, following appropriate procedures is the key to securing immunity 
from monetary damages.

From credentialing, privileging or evaluating a physician, through potential 
reduction or denial of privileges, this comprehensive handbook provides 
critical guidance—as outlined in HCQIa.

rely on this publication for complete coverage of: 
  analysis of HCQIa and its impact on the peer review process
  recognizing and characterizing the issue
  Informal dispute resolution
  Injunctive relief from peer review actions
  the formal hearing process
  Utilization of legal counsel by both sides
  Presentation of the case
  reporting requirements
  Suspension of privileges

the publication includes a multitude of citations to cases, regulations, and 
other sources. Detailed appendices contain a listing of numerous cases 
that have addressed various aspects of the peer review process.
(See also Peer Review Hearing Guidebook, Second Edition, below.)

$159 MeMBerS
ISBN 9781522116721
eISBN 9781522116745

$204 NON-MeMBerS
ISBN 9781522116738
eISBN 9781522116752

190 pages, softbound, 
Pub. #27080, © 2016

$164 MeMBerS
ISBN 9781422489710
eISBN 9780769887661

$219 NON-MeMBerS
ISBN 9781422489727
eISBN 9780769887678

198 pages, softbound with 
CD-rOM, Pub. #26692, © 2013

Peer Review Hearing Guidebook
SeCOND eDItION with CD-rOM
S. Allan Adelman and Ann O’Connell, Co-Editors and authors

Peer review Hearing Guidebook focuses on the peer review hearing 
process, including steps that should be taken long before a medical staff 
hearing is contemplated. this is a critical resource that will help you be 
sure that all necessary procedures are in place to facilitate an effective 
and fair hearing. the practical Guidebook includes:

  Coverage of all of the legal issues involved in peer review hearings
  Practical steps for improving the peer review and hearing processes
  a companion CD-rOM that provides sample forms, checklists, bylaws, 

and fair hearing provisions—customizable for individual clients
  a survey of statutes, regulations, and cases from all 50 states relating 

to the right to and conduct of peer review hearings
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Pharmaceutical and Medical Device 
Compliance Manual 
Kathleen M. Boozang and Simone Handler-Hutchinson, Editors

Bret A. Campbell, Sujata Dayal, Michael Andre Donnella, Katie Rose Fink, Brett R. Friedman, 
Gary F. Giampetruzzi, Christopher R. Hall, Patrick M. Hromisin, Elizabeth H. Kim, 
Daniel A. Kracov, Bruce A. Levy, Ann E. Lewis, Benjamin S. Martin, Joseph W. Metro, 
Lewis Morris, Kiaema R. Reid, Linda Pissott Reig, Margaret Renner, Mary Riordan, 
Lynn Shapiro Snyder, Brian Tretick, Robert E. Wanerman, and Mara E. Zazzali-Hogan, authors

Since 1996 the federal government has strengthened its efforts to detect 
and prevent fraud and abuse in health care. this Manual is your key to 
effectively protecting companies from investigation and prosecution.

the publication is a joint project of the Center for Health & Pharmaceutical 
law & Policy at Seton Hall University School of law, the Food and Drug 
law Institute, and the american Health lawyers association. It offers an 
in-depth overview of the federal and state enforcement agencies that are 
responsible for investigating and resolving violations of the law by health 
care entities, with an emphasis on pharmaceutical and medical device 
companies. Coverage includes:

  the federal anti-Kickback Statute and the False Claims act
  Promotion of off-label uses for drugs and reimbursement for 
 prescription drugs and medical devices
  Distinctions between manufacturers’ lawful dissemination of 
 scientific information, and the unlawful promotion of off-label usage
  the Foreign Corrupt Practices act
  Implications of extra-territorial reach outside the United States
  Prescription drug price regulations

this Manual is a must-have for anyone involved in building a compliance 
program: health and life sciences attorneys, compliance officers, and 
other professionals in the industry.

$158 MeMBerS
ISBN 9780769849560
eISBN 9780327175339

$207 NON-MeMBerS
ISBN 9780769849577
eISBN 9780327175346

350 pages, softbound with 
CD-rOM, Pub. #28198, © 2012
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Post-Acute Care Handbook: Regulatory, 
Risk and Compliance Issues 
FIrSt eDItION with CD-rOM
Ari J. Markenson, Editor in Chief

Caroline Berdzik, Joseph A. Donchess, Alan C. Horowitz, James F. Miles, 
Barbara L. Miltenberger, Michelle Peterson, Kelly A. Priegnitz, Christopher C. Puri, 
Lawrence W. Vernaglia, Editors 

Jeannie A. Adams, Heather O. Berchem, Dena M. Castricone, Phillip J. Chapman, 
Michael H. Cook, Sheryl Tatar Dacso, Robin Dale, Janet K. Feldkamp, James P. Holloway, 
Alan C. Horowitz, Matthew E. Jassak, John S. Linehan, Michael F. McGahan, James F. Miles, 
Julie B. Mitchell, Randi S. Nathanson, Daniel J. O’Brien, Michael A. Okaty, Emily M. Park, 
Paula G. Sanders, Howard L. Sollins, Daniel Z. Sternthal, Steven M. Swirsky, 
Sanford V. Teplitzky, authors

this invaluable guide provides insight into what’s ahead for professionals 
in the field and the evolving compliance and regulatory issues, including:

  the evolution of the nursing home survey process
  residents’ rights and facility practices
  the importance of nursing facility agreements
  Compliance issues, including federal and state reimbursement 
 requirements
  Facilities’ ability to challenge enforcement remedies imposed against them
  Fraud and abuse issues that affect the industry
  Development of new systems and relationships that respond to 
 incentives under the affordable Care act

learn more about:

  what to consider when building, buying, or selling a post-acute care facility
 Financing for construction or acquisition of nursing homes
 Continuing care
  assisted-living facilities

$186 MeMBerS
ISBN 9781630435035
eISBN 9781630435264

$236 NON-MeMBerS
ISBN 9781630435042
eISBN 9781630435271

518 pages, softbound with 
CD-rOM, Pub. #28293, © 2014
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Representing Hospitals and    
Health Systems Handbook
FIrSt eDItION
Dinetia Newman, Robert G. Homchick, Co-Editors

Emily Black Grey, Michael Lampert, Travis G. Lloyd, Claire Turcotte, Coordinating Editors 
with numerous additional authors and Editors 

Operating the health care entity—whether an established business, or one that 
has been newly created—receives thorough treatment in this comprehensive 
title. Coverage includes:

  Privacy and patient relations    relations with physicians
  Grievances   real estate and employment matters

Quality performance in this area is integral to the operation of the entity. 
Payment methodologies examined include:

  Medicare and Medicaid    Payment adjustment methods
  adjustments for re-admission    Private payers
 and hospital-acquired conditions

the authors provide invaluable guidance for those who represent a health 
care business, including coverage of state licensing requirements, and the 
voluntary certification process authorized by the Centers for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services.

$194 MeMBerS
ISBN 9781632813473
eISBN 9781632813763

$237 NON-MeMBerS
ISBN 9781632813480
eISBN 9781632813770

870 pages, softbound, 
Pub. #29965, © 2016

Ch. 20  Medical Staff Issues
Ch. 21  Patient relations
Ch. 22  eMtala
Ch. 23  risk Management
Ch. 24  Privacy and Medical records
Ch. 25  telehealth—the Newest age of 
 Health Care Delivery
Ch. 26  Hospital Contracting Issues
Ch. 27  340B Issues
Ch. 28  Clinical research
Ch. 29  transactions
Ch. 30  Other Providers
Ch. 31  academic Medical Centers
Ch. 32  Public Hospitals
Ch. 33  Children’s Hospitals
Ch. 34  antitrust Issues For Hospitals 
 and Health Systems
Ch. 35  tax Issues
Ch. 36  Governance
Ch. 37  labor and employment
Ch. 38  real estate Issues

Ch. 1  Background and History
Ch. 2  licensure Certification
Ch. 3  Medicare enrollment/Certification
Ch. 4  Medicare reimbursement—
 Inpatient/Outpatient Hospitals
Ch. 5  Medicare Payment adjustments
Ch. 6  rural Hospitals and Other Providers
Ch. 7  Other Medicare Payment Issues
Ch. 8  Medicare Provider-Based Status
Ch. 9  Medicare audits and appeals
Ch. 10  Medicare and Medicaid Delivery System 
 Models transitioning to accountable Care
Ch. 11  Medicaid and Other Government Payers
Ch. 12  Private Payers
Ch. 13  the Uninsured and Underinsured
Ch. 14  Federal Fraud & abuse
Ch. 15  State Fraud and abuse laws
Ch. 16  Fraud & abuse Issues Unique to Hospitals
Ch. 17  Compliance with Fraud & abuse laws
Ch. 18  Common arrangements with Physicians
Ch. 19  Hospital-Physician alignment Strategies

TAbLe OF CONTeNTS

Representing Physicians Handbook
FOUrtH eDItION
a task Force of the aHla Physician Organization’s Practice Group
Michael F. Schaff, Task Force Chair; Lisa Gora, Coordinating Editor

this updated edition of the aHla representing Physicians Handbook 
addresses a wealth of issues confronting physicians and their legal 
representatives, including the latest Stark law changes. with each edition, 
the expert authors have enhanced the resource to ensure up-to-date 
coverage in this complex and highly regulated area. even if you own a past 
edition, it is critical that you secure the latest update. From regulatory 
compliance and business formation and operation, to tax consequences 
and reimbursement issues, this informative Handbook has become a  
go-to source for innumerable health law attorneys.

each chapter of the Handbook is written by a practitioner in his or her 
area of expertise. In addition to relevant background on the subject matter, 
the authors include helpful suggestions on how to advise clients on their 
business matters and in their dealings with health care institutions.

$186 MeMBerS
ISBN 9781522100201
eISBN 9781522100225

$240 NON-MeMBerS
ISBN 9781522100218
eISBN 9781522100232

786 pages, softbound, 
Pub. #26965, © 2016

Ch. 1  Physician Practice Organizations
Ch. 2  Overview of regulatory Issues affecting Physicians
Ch. 3  telemedicine
Ch. 4  employment agreements and Other working relationships
Ch. 5  life Cycle of association: the Buy-In and the Buy-Out
Ch. 6  tax Principles Concerning Buy-Outs and related Post-withdrawal 
 Compensation Issues
Ch. 7  tax Consequences resulting from Choice of entity
Ch. 8  Practice Breakups and Physician Departures
Ch. 9  reimbursement of Physicians Services
Ch. 10  Physician/Hospital relationships
Ch. 11  Professional liability: a Primer on Malpractice Insurance and 
 risk Management
Ch. 12  Physician Joint Ventures
Ch. 13  the Sale and Purchase of a Medical Practice
Ch. 14  Hospital-Based Physician representation
Ch. 15  Use of Non-Competition Covenants in Physician employment relationships
Ch. 16  labor and employment
Ch. 17  Industry relationships
Ch. 18  Compliance, Compliance Plans, and Process for the Physician Practice
Ch. 19  Non-Physician Practitioners
Ch. 20  Physician ancillary Services
Ch. 21  Physician recruitment agreements
Ch. 22  Physician agreements
Ch. 23  Background on Concierge Care
Ch. 24  Physician In-Office Drug Dispensing and Compounding arrangements

TAbLe OF CONTeNTS
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The Stark Law: Comprehensive 
Analysis + Practical Guide 
FIFtH eDItION
Charles B. Oppenheim

More than a summary of the law, this publication addresses the legal 
effect of final Stark regulations, after the completion of the formal 
rule-making process. written by Charles B. Oppenheim, a leading expert 
in the interpretation and application of the Stark law, this publication 
provides an in-depth critical analysis, and contains a wealth of pointers 
and practical advice, as well as a look at what future direction the  
Stark regimen might take. Coverage includes:

  the legal effect of the regulations and the regulatory process
  Discussion of several key themes that emerge in the regulations, 

including the tempering of the previous trend of broadening exceptions 
for compensation arrangements

  Key definitions and interpretive changes
  Impact on the physician practice world including issues relating to 

physician recruitment, specialty hospitals, gain-sharing arrangements, 
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